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ABSTRACT

Relational queries, and in particular join queries, often generate

large output results when executed over a huge dataset. In such

cases, it is often infeasible to store the whole materialized output if

we plan to reuse it further down a data processing pipeline. Moti-

vated by this problem, we study the construction of space-efficient

compressed representations of the output of conjunctive queries,

with the goal of supporting the efficient access of the intermedi-

ate compressed result for a given access pattern. In particular, we

initiate the study of an important tradeoff: minimizing the space
necessary to store the compressed result, versus minimizing the an-
swer time and delay for an access request over the result. Our main

contribution is a novel parameterized data structure, which can be

tuned to trade off space for answer time. The tradeoff allows us to

control the space requirement of the data structure precisely, and

depends both on the structure of the query and the access pattern.

We show how we can use the data structure in conjunction with

query decomposition techniques in order to efficiently represent

the outputs for several classes of conjunctive queries.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we study the problem of constructing space-efficient

compressed representations of the output of conjunctive query re-

sults, with the goal of efficiently supporting a given access pattern

directly over the compressed result, instead of the original input

database. In many data management tasks, the data processing

pipeline repeatedly accesses the result of a conjunctive query (CQ)

using a particular access pattern. In the simplest case, this access

pattern can be to enumerate the full result (e.g., in a multiquery

optimization context). Generally, the access pattern can specify,
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or bound, the values of some variables, and ask to enumerate the

values of the remaining variables that satisfy the query.

Currently, there are two extremal solutions for this problem.

In one extreme, we can materialize the full result of the CQ and

index the result according to the access pattern. However, since the

output result can often be extremely large, storing this index can be

prohibitively expensive. In the other extreme, we can service each

access request by executing the CQ directly over the input database

every time. This solution does not need extra storage, but can lead

to inefficiencies, since computation has to be done from scratch

and may be redundant. In this work, we explore the design space

between these two extremes. In other words, we want to compress

the query output such that it can be stored in a space-efficient way,

while we can support a given access pattern over the output as fast

as possible.

Example 1. Suppose we want to perform an analysis about mutual
friends of users in a social network. The friend relation is represented
by a symmetric binary relation R of size N , where a tuple R (a,b)
denotes that user a is a friend of user b. The data analysis involves
accessing the database through the following pattern: given any two

users x and z who are friends, return all mutual friendsy.We formal-
ize this task through an adorned viewV bfb (x ,y, z) = R (x ,y),R (y, z),
R (z,x ). The above formalism says that the viewV of the database will
be accessed as follows: given values for the bound (b) variables x , z,
we have to return the values for the free (f) variable y such that the
tuple is in the view V . The sequence bfb is called the access pattern
for the adorned view.

One option to solve this problem is to satisfy each access by evalu-
ating a query on the input database. This approach is space-efficient,
since we work directly on the input and need space O (N ). However,
we may potentially have to wait Ω(N ) time to even learn whether
there is any returned value for y. A second option is to materialize the
view V (x ,y, z) and build a hash index with key (x , z): in this case,
we can satisfy any access optimally with constant delay Õ (1).1 On
the other hand, the space needed for storing the view can be Ω(N 3/2).

In this scenario, we would like to construct representations that
trade off between space and delay (or answer time). As we will show
later, for this particular example we can construct a data structure for
any parameter τ that needs space O (N 3/2/τ ), and can answer any
access request with delay Õ (τ ).

The idea of efficiently compressing query results has recently

gained considerable attention, both in the context of factorized

databases [23], as well as constant-delay enumeration [5, 27]. In

these settings, the focus is to construct compressed representa-

tions that allow for enumeration of the full result with constant

delay: this means that the time between outputting two consecutive

tuples is O (1), independent of the size of the data. Using factor-

ization techniques, for any input database D, we can construct a

1
the Õ notation includes a poly-logarithmic dependence on N .
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compressed data structure for any CQ without projections, called

a d-representation, using space O ( |D |fhw), where fhw is the frac-
tional hypertree width of the query [23]. Such a d-representation
guarantees constant delay enumeration of the full result. In [5, 26],

the compression of CQs with projections is also studied, but the set-

ting is restricted toO ( |D |) time preprocessing –which also restricts

the size of the compressed representation to O ( |D |).
In this work, we show that we can dramatically decrease the

space for the compressed representation by both (i ) taking advan-

tage of the access pattern, and (ii ) tolerating a possibly increased

delay. For instance, a d-representation for the query in Example 1

needs O (N 3/2) space, while no linear-time preprocessing can sup-

port constant delay enumeration (under reasonable complexity

assumptions [5]). However, we show that if we are willing to tol-

erate a delay of Õ (N 1/2), we can support the access pattern of

Example 1 using only Õ (N ) space, linear in the input size.

Applications.We illustrate the applicability of compressed repre-

sentations of conjunctive queries on two practical problems: (i )
processing graph queries over relational databases, and (ii ) scaling
up statistical inference engines.

In the context of graph analytics, the graph to be analyzed is

often defined as a declarative query over a relational schema [2, 29–

31]. For instance, consider the DBLP dataset, which contains infor-

mation about which authors write which papers through a table

R (author ,paper ). To analyze the relationships between co-authors,

we will need to extract the co-author graph, which we can express as
the viewV (x ,y) = R (x ,p),R (y,p). Most graph analytics algorithms

typically access such a graph through an API that asks for the set

of neighbors of a given vertex, which corresponds to the adorned

view V bf (x ,y) = R (x ,p),R (y,p). Since the option of materializing

the whole graph (here defined as the view V ) may require prohibi-

tively large space, it is desirable to apply techniques that compress

V , while we can still answer any access request efficiently. Recent

work [29] has proposed compression techniques for this particular

domain, but these techniques are limited to adorned views of the

form V bf (x ,y), rely on heuristics, and do not provide any formal

analysis on the tradeoff between space and runtime.

The second application of query compression is in statistical

inference. For example, Felix [21] is an inference engine for Markov

Logic Networks over relational data, which provides scalability by

optimizing the access patterns of logical rules that are evaluated

during inference. These access patterns over rules are modeled

exactly as adorned views. Felix groups the relations in the body of

the view in partitions (optimizing for some cost function), and then

materializes each partition (which corresponds to materializing a

subquery). In the one extreme, it will eagerly materialize the whole

view, and in the other extreme it will lazily materialize nothing.

The materialization in Felix is discrete, in that it is not possible

to partially materialize each subquery. In contrast, we consider

materialization strategies that explore the full continuum between

the two extremes.

Our Contribution. In this work, we study the design space for

compressed representations of conjunctive queries in the full con-

tinuum between optimal space and optimal runtime, when our goal

is to optimize for a specific access pattern.

Our main contribution is a novel data structure that (i ) can
compress the result for every CQ without projections according to the
access pattern given by an adorned view, and (ii ) can be tuned to
tradeoff space for delay and answer time. At the one extreme, the

data structure achieves constant delayO (1); At the other extreme it

uses linear spaceO ( |D |), but provides a worst delay guarantee. Our
proposed data structure includes as a special case the data structure

developed in [11] for the fast set intersection problem.

To construct our data structure, we need two technical ingredi-

ents. The first ingredient (Theorem 1) is a data structure that trades

space with delay with respect to the worst-case size bound of the

query result. As an example of the type of tradeoffs that can be

achieved, for any CQQ without projections and any access pattern,

the data structure needs space Õ ( |D |ρ
∗

/τ ) to achieve delay Õ (τ ),
where ρ∗ is the fractional edge cover number of Q , and |D | the size
of the input database. In many cases and for specific access patterns,

the data structure can substantially improve upon this tradeoff. To

prove Theorem 1, we develop novel techniques on how to encode

information about expensive sub-instances of the problem in a

balanced way.

However, Theorem 1 by its own gives suboptimal tradeoffs, since

it ignores structural properties of the query (for example, for con-

stant delay it materializes the full result). Our second ingredient

(Theorem 2) combines the data structure of Theorem 1 with a type

of tree decomposition called connex tree decomposition [5]. This tree
decomposition has the property of restricting the tree structure

such that the bound variables in the adorned view always form a

connected component at the top of the tree.

Finally, we discuss the complexity of choosing the optimal pa-

rameters for our two main theorems, when we want to optimize

for delay given a space constraint, or vice versa.

Organization.We present our framework in Section 2, along with

the preliminaries and basic notation. Our two main results (The-

orems 1 and 2) are presented in Section 3. We then present the

detailed construction of the data structure of Theorem 1 in Sec-

tion 4, and of Theorem 2 in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6, we discuss

some complexity results for optimizing the choice of parameters.

2 PROBLEM SETTING

In this section we present the basic notions and terminology, and

then discuss in detail our framework.

2.1 Conjunctive Queries

In this paper we will focus on the class of conjunctive queries (CQs),
which are expressed as

Q (y) = R1 (x1),R2 (x2), . . . ,Rn (xn )

Here, the symbols y, x1, . . . , xn are vectors that contain variables
or constants, the atom Q (y) is the head of the query, and the atoms

R1 (x1),R2 (x2), . . . ,Rn (xn ) form the body. The variables in the head
are a subset of the variables that appear in the body. A CQ is full
if every variable in the body appears also in the head, and it is

boolean if the head contains no variables, i.e. it is of the form Q ().
We will typically use the symbols x ,y, z, . . . to denote variables,

and a,b, c, . . . to denote constants. If D is an input database, we

denote by Q (D) the result of running Q over D.



Natural Joins. If a CQ is full, has no constants and no repeated

variables in the same atom, then we say it is a natural join query. For
instance, the triangle query ∆(x ,y, z) = R (x ,y), S (y, z),T (z,x ) is a
natural join query. A natural join can be represented equivalently

as a hypergraph H = (V, E), where V is the set of variables,

and for each hyperedge F ∈ E there exists a relation RF with

variables F . We will write the join as ZF ∈E RF . The size of relation
RF is denoted by |RF |. Given a set of variables I ⊆ V , we define

EI = {F ∈ E | F ∩ I , ∅}.

Valuations. A valuationv over a subsetV of the variables is a total

function that maps each variable x ∈ V to a value v (x ) ∈ dom,

where dom is a domain of constants. Given a valuation v of the

variables (xi1 , . . . ,xiℓ ), we denote RF (v ) = RF ⋉ {v (xi1 , . . . ,xiℓ )}.
Join Size Bounds. LetH = (V, E) be a hypergraph, and S ⊆ V . A

weight assignment u = (uF )F ∈E is called a fractional edge cover of S
if (i ) for every F ∈ E,uF ≥ 0 and (ii ) for every x ∈ S,

∑
F :x ∈F uF ≥

1. The fractional edge cover number of S , denoted by ρ∗
H
(S ) is the

minimum of

∑
F ∈E uF over all fractional edge covers of S . We write

ρ∗ (H ) = ρ∗
H
(V ).

In a celebrated result, Atserias, Grohe and Marx [4] proved that

for every fractional edge cover u of V , the size of a natural join

is bounded using the following inequality, known as the AGM
inequality:

| ZF ∈E RF | ≤
∏
F ∈E

|RF |
uF

(1)

The above bound is constructive [18, 20]: there exist worst-case al-

gorithms that compute the join ZF ∈E RF in timeO (
∏

F ∈E |RF |
uF )

for every fractional edge cover u ofV .

Tree Decompositions. LetH = (V, E) be a hypergraph of a natu-

ral join queryQ . A tree decomposition ofH is a tuple (T, (Bt )t ∈V (T) )
where T is a tree, and every Bt is a subset ofV , called the bag of t ,
such that

(1) each edge in E is contained in some bag Bt ; and

(2) for each x ∈ V , the set of nodes {t | x ∈ Bt } is connected

in T.

The fractional hypertree width of a tree decomposition is defined

as maxt ∈V (T) ρ
∗ (Bt ), where ρ∗ (Bt ) is the minimum fractional

edge cover of the vertices in Bt . The fractional hypertree width of

a query Q , denoted fhw(Q ), is the minimum fractional hypertree

width among all tree decompositions of its hypergraph.

Computational Model. To measure the running time of our al-

gorithms, we will use the uniform-cost RAM model [17], where

data values as well as pointers to databases are of constant size.

Throughout the paper, all complexity results are with respect to

data complexity (unless explicitly mentioned), where the query is

assumed fixed.

We use the notation Õ to hide a polylogarithmic factor log
k |D |

for some constant k , where D is the input database.

2.2 Adorned Views

In order to model access patterns over a view Q defined over the

input database, we will use the concept of adorned views [28]. In
an adorned view, each variable in the head of the view definition

is associated with a binding type, which can be either bound (b)
or free (f). A view Q (x1, . . . ,xk ) is then written as Qη (x1, . . . ,xk ),

database
D

CQ (D)

...

q2 (D)

q1 (D)
adorned view

Qη

compression time
TC

space (S)

...

q2 = Q
η
[v2]

q1 = Q
η
[v1]

total answer time (TA)

Figure 1: Depiction of the compression framework along

with the parameters.

where η ∈ {b, f}k is called the access pattern. We denote byVb (resp.

Vf ) the set of bound (resp. free) variables from {x1, . . . ,xk }.
We can interpret an adorned view as a function that maps a

valuation over the bound variablesVb to a relation over the free

variables Vf . In other words, for each valuation v over Vb, the

adorned view returns the answer for the query Qη
[v] = {Vf |

Q (x1, . . . ,xk ) ∧∀xi ∈ Vb : xi = v (xi )}, which we will also refer to

as an access request.

Example 2. ∆bbf (x ,y, z) = R (x ,y), S (y, z),T (z,x ) captures the
following access pattern: given values x = a,y = b, list all the z-
values that form a triangle with the edge R (a,b). As another example,
∆fff (x ,y, z) = R (x ,y), S (y, z),T (z,x ) simply captures the case where
we want to perform a full enumeration of all the triangles in the result.
Finally, ∆b (x ) = R (x ,y), S (y, z),T (z,x ) expresses the access pattern
where given a node with x = a, we want to know whether there exists
a triangle that contains it or not.

An adorned viewQη (x1, . . . ,xk ) is boolean if every head variable
is bound, it is non-parametric if every head variable is free, and it

is full if the CQ if full (i.e., every variable in the body also appears

in the head). Of particular interest is the adorned view that is full

and non-parametric, which we call the full enumeration view, and
simply asks to output the whole result.

2.3 Problem Statement

Given an adorned view Qη (x1, . . . ,xk ) and an input database D,
our goal is to answer any access requestQη

[v] that conforms to the

access pattern η. The view Q can be expressed through any type

of query, but in this work we will focus on the case where Q is a

conjunctive query.

There are two extremal approaches to handle this problem. The

first solution is to answer any such query directly on the input

database D, without materializing Q (D). This solution is efficient

in terms of space, but it can lead to inefficient query answering. For

instance, consider the adorned view ∆bbf (x ,y, z) = R (x ,y), S (y, z),
T (z,x ). Then, every time we are given new values x = a,y = b, we
would have to compute all the nodes c that form a triangle with

a,b, which can be very expensive.

The second solution is to materialize the view Q (D), and then

answer any incoming query over the materialized result. For exam-

ple, we could choose to materialize all triangles, and then create an



appropriate index over the output result. The drawback of this ap-

proach is that it requires a lot of space, which may not be available.

We propose to study the solution space between these two ex-

tremal solutions, that is, instead of materializing all of Q (D), we
would like to store a compressed representation CQ (D) ofQ (D). The
compression function CQ must guarantee that the compression is

lossless, i.e., there exists a decompression function DQ such that for

every database D, it holds that DQ (CQ (D)) = Q (D). We compute

the compressed representation CQ (D) during a preprocessing phase,
and then answer any access request in an online phase.
Parameters.Our goal is to construct a compression that is as space-

efficient as possible, while it guarantees that we can efficiently

answer any access query. In particular, we are interested in mea-

suring the tradeoff between the following parameters, which are

also depicted in Figure 1:

Compression Time (TC ): the time to compute CQ (D) dur-
ing the preprocessing phase.

Space (S): the size of CQ (D).

Answer Time: this parameter measures the time to enu-

merate a query result, where the query is of the form Qη
[v].

The enumeration algorithm must (i ) enumerate the query

result without any repetitions of tuples, and (ii ) use only
O (log |D |) extra memory

2
. We will measure answer time in

two different ways.

(1) delay (δ ): the maximum time to output any two consecu-

tive tuples (and also the time to output the first tuple, and

the time to notify that the enumeration has completed).

(2) total answer time (TA): the total time to output the result.

In the case of a boolean adorned view, the delay and the total

answer time coincide. In an ideal situation, both the compression

time and the space are linear to the input size and any query can

be answered with constant delay O (1). As we will see later, this is
achievable in certain cases, but in most cases we have to tradeoff

space and preprocessing time for delay and total answer time.

2.4 Some Basic Results

We present here some basic results that set up a baseline for our

framework. We will study the case where the given view definition

Q is a conjunctive query.

Our first observation is that if we allow the compression time to

be at least Ω( |D |), we can assume without loss of generality that

the adorned view Qη
has no constants or repeated variables in a

single atom. Indeed, we can first do a linear time computation to

rewrite the adorned view Qη
to a new view where constants and

repeated variables are removed, and then compute the compressed

representation for this new view (with the same adornment).

Example 3. Consider Q fb (x , z) = R (x ,y,a), S (y,y, z). We can first
compute in linear time R′(x ,y) = R (x ,y,a) and S ′(y, z) = S (y,y, z),
and then rewrite the adorned view as Q fb (x , z) = R′(x ,y), S ′(y, z).

Hence, whenever the adorned view is a full CQ, we can w.l.o.g.

assume that it is a natural join query. We now state a simple result

2
Memory requirement also depends on the memory required for executing the join

algorithm. Note that worst case optimal join algorithms such as NPRR [18] can be

executed using log |D | memory assuming query size is constant and all relations are

sorted and indexed.

for the case where the adorned view is full and every variable is

bound.

Proposition 1. Suppose that the adorned view is a natural join
query with head Qb· · ·b (x1, . . . ,xk ). Then, in time TC = O ( |D |), we
can construct a data structure with space S = O ( |D |), such that we
can answer any access request over D with constant delay δ = O (1).

Next, consider the full enumeration view Q f · · ·f (x1, . . . ,xk ). A
first observation is that if we store the materialized view, we can

enumerate the result in constant delay. From the AGM bound, to

achieve this we need space |D |ρ
∗ (H )

, whereH is the hypergraph of

Q . However, it is possible to improve upon this naive solution using

the concept of a factorized representation [23]. Let fhw(Q ) denote
the fractional hypertree width of Q . Then, the result from [23] can

be translated in our terminology as follows.

Proposition 2 ([23]). Suppose that the adorned view is a natural
join query with head Q f · · ·f (x1, . . . ,xk ). Then, in compression time
TC = Õ ( |D |fhw(Q ) ), we can construct a data structure with space
S = O ( |D |fhw(Q ) ), such that we can answer any access request over
D with constant delay δ = O (1).

Since every acyclic query has fhw(Q ) = 1, for acyclic CQs with-

out projections both the compression time and space become linear,

O ( |D |). In the next section, we will see how we can generalize the

above result to an arbitrary adorned view that is full.

3 MAIN RESULTS AND APPLICATION

In this section we present our two main results, and show how

they can be applied. The first result (Theorem 1) is a compression

primitive that can be used with any full adorned view. The second

result (Theorem 2) builds upon Theorem 1 and query decomposition

techniques to obtain an improved tradeoff between space and delay.

3.1 First Main Result

Consider a full adorned view Qη (x1, . . . ,xk ), where Q is a natural

join query expressed by the hypergraphH = (V, E). Recall that
Vb,Vf are the bound and free variables respectively. Since the query

is a natural join and there are no projections, we haveVb ∪Vf =

V . We will denote by µ = |Vf | the number of free variables. We

also impose a lexicographic order on the enumeration order of the

output tuples. Specifically, we equip the domain dom with a total

order ≤, and then extend this to a total order for output tuples in

domµ
using some order x1f ,x

2

f , . . . ,x
µ
f of the free variables.

3

Example 4. As a running example, consider

Qfffbbb (x ,y, z,w1,w2,w3) =R1 (w1,x ,y),R2 (w2,y, z),

R3 (w3,x , z).

We haveVf = {x ,y, z} andVb = {w1,w2,w3}. To keep the exposition
simple, assume that |R1 | = |R2 | = |R3 | = N .

If we materialize the result and create an index with composite
key (w1,w2,w3), then in the worst case we need space S = O (N 3),
but we will be able to enumerate the output for every access request
with constant delay. On the other hand, if we create three indexes, one
for each Ri with key wi , we can compute each access request with

3
There is no restriction imposed on the lexicographic ordering of the free variables.



worst-case running time and delay of O (N 3/2). Indeed, once we fix
the bound variables to constants c1, c2, c3, we need to compute the join
R1 (c1,x ,y) Z R2 (c2,y, z) Z R3 (c3,x , z), which needs time O (N 3/2)
using any worst-case optimal join algorithm.

For any fractional edge cover u ofV , and S ⊆ V , we define the

slack of u for S as:

α (S ) = min

x ∈S
*
,

∑
F :x ∈F

uF +
-

(2)

Intuitively, the slack is the maximum positive quantity such that

(uF /α (S ))F ∈E is still a fractional edge cover of S . By construction,

the slack is always at least one, α (S ) ≥ 1. For our running example,

suppose that we pick a fractional edge cover for V with uR1
=

uR3
= uR3

= 1. Then, the slack of u forVf is α (Vf ) = 2.

Theorem 1. Let Qη be an adorned view over a natural join query
with hypergraph (V, E). Let u be any fractional edge cover of V .
Then, for any input databaseD and parameter τ > 0 we can construct
a data structure with

compression time TC = Õ ( |D | +
∏
F ∈E

|RF |
uF )

space S = Õ ( |D | +
∏
F ∈E

|RF |
uF /τα (Vf ) )

such that for any access request q = Qη
[v], we can enumerate its

result q(D) in lexicographic order with

delay δ = Õ (τ )

answer time TA = Õ ( |q(D) | + τ · |q(D) |1/α (Vf ) )

Example 5. Let us apply Theorem 1 to our running example for
u = (1, 1, 1) and τ = N 1/2. The slack for the free variables is
α (Vf ) = 2. The theorem tells us that we can construct in time
Õ (N 3) a data structure with space Õ (N 2), such that every access
request q can be answered with delay Õ (N 1/2) and answer time
Õ ( |q(D) | +

√
N · |q(D) |).

We prove Theorem 1 in Section 4. We next show how to apply

the theorem to obtain several results on space-efficient compressed

representations for CQs.

Applying Theorem 1.We start with the observation that we can

always apply Theorem 1 by choosing u to be the fractional edge

cover with optimal value ρ∗ (H ). Since the slack is always ≥ 1, we

obtain the following result.

Proposition 3. LetQη be an adorned view over a natural join query
with hypergraphH . Then, for any input database D and parameter
τ > 0, we can construct a data structure with

space S = Õ ( |D | + |D |ρ
∗ (H )/τ )

such that for any access request q, we can enumerate its result q(D)
in lexicographic order with

δ = Õ (τ ), TA = Õ (τ · |q(D) |)

Proposition 3 tells us that the data structure has a linear tradeoff

between space and delay. Also, to achieve (almost) constant delay

δ = Õ (1), the space requirement becomes Õ ( |D |ρ
∗

); in other words,

the data structure will essentially materialize the whole result. Our

second main result will allow us to exploit query decomposition to

avoid this case.

Example 6. Consider the following adorned view over the Loomis-
Whitney join:

LW b· · ·bf
n (x1, . . . ,xn ) =S1 (x2, . . . ,xn ), S2 (x1,x3, . . . ,xn ),

. . . , Sn (x1, . . . ,xn−1)

The minimum fractional edge cover assigns weight 1/(n − 1) to each
hyperedge and has ρ∗ = n/(n − 1). Then, Proposition 3 tells us that
for τ > 0, we can construct a compressed representation with space
S = Õ ( |D |+ |D |n/(n−1)/τ ) and delay δ = Õ (τ ). Notice that if we aim
for linear space, we can choose τ = |D |1/(n−1) and achieve a small
delay of Õ ( |D |1/(n−1) ).

Proposition 3 ignores the effect of the slack for the free variables.

The next example shows that taking slack into account is critical

in obtaining better tradeoffs.

Example 7. Consider the adorned view over the star join

Sb· · ·bfn (x1, . . . ,xn , z) = R1 (x1, z),R2 (x2, z), . . . ,Rn (xn , z)

The star join is acyclic, which means that the d-representation of the
full result takes only linear space. This d-representation can be used
for any adornment of Sn where z is a bound variable; hence, in all
these cases we can guarantee O (1) delay using linear compression
space. However, we cannot get any guarantees when z is free, as is in
the adornment used above.

If we apply Proposition 3, we get space Õ ( |D | + |D |n/τ ) with delay
Õ (τ ). However, we can improve upon this by noticing that for the
fractional edge cover whereu1 = · · · = un = 1, the slack is α (Vf ) = n.
Hence, Theorem 1 tells us that with space Õ ( |D |n/τn ) we get delay
Õ (τ ) and answer time Õ ( |Q (D) | + τ · |Q (D) |1/n ).

We should note here that our data structure strictly general-

izes the data structure proposed in [11] for the problem of fast
set intersection. Given a family of sets S1, . . . , Sn , the goal in this

problem is to construct a space-efficient data structure, such that

given any two sets Si , Sj we can compute their intersection Si ∩ Sj
as fast as possible. It is easy to see that this problem is captured by

the adorned view Sbbf
2

(x1,x2, z) = R (x1, z),R (x2, z), where R is a

relation that describes set membership (R (Si ,a) means that a ∈ Si ).

3.2 Second Main Result

The direct application of Theorem 1 can lead to suboptimal trade-

offs between space and time/delay, since it ignores the structural

properties of the query. In this section, we show how to overcome

this problem by combining Theorem 1 with tree decompositions.

We first need to introduce a variant of a tree decomposition of

a hypergraphH = (V, E), defined with respect to a given subset

C ⊆ V .

Definition 1 (Connex Tree Decomposition [5]). Let H =
(V, E) be a hypergraph, and C ⊆ V . A C-connex tree decomposi-

tion ofH is a tuple (T ,A), where:

(1) T = (T, (Bt )t ∈V (T) ) is a tree decomposition ofH ; and
(2) A is a connected subset of V (T) such that

⋃
t ∈A Bt = C .



In a C-connex tree decomposition, the existence of the set A
forces the set of nodes that contain some variable from C to be

connected in the tree.

Example 8. Consider the hypergraphH in Figure 2. The decompo-
sition depicted on the left is a C-connex tree decomposition for C = ∅.
The C-connex tree decomposition on the right is for C = {v1,v5,v6}.
In both cases, A consists of a single bag (colored grey) which contains
exactly the variables in C .

In [5],C-connex decompositions were used to obtain compressed

representations of CQs with projections (where C is the set of the

head variables). In our setting, we will choose C to be the set of

bound variables in the adorned view, i.e., C = Vb. Additionally, we

will use a novel notion of width, which we introduce next.

Given a Vb-connex tree decomposition (T ,A), we orient the
tree T from some node inA. For any node t ∈ V (T)\A, we denote by
anc(t ) the union of all the bags for the nodes that are the ancestors

of t . Define Vt
b = Bt ∩ anc(t ) and Vt

f = Bt \ V
t
b . Intuitively,

Vt
b (resp. Vt

f ) are the bound (resp. free) variables for the bag t

as we traverse the tree top-down. Figure 2 depicts each bag Bt as

Vt
f | V

t
b .

Given aVb-connex tree decomposition, a delay assignment is a
function δ : V (T) → [0,∞) that maps each bag to a non-negative

number, such that δ (t ) = 0 for t ∈ A. Intuitively, this assignment

means that we want to achieve a delay of |D |δ (t ) for traversing this
particular bag. For a bag t , define

ρ+t = min

u
*
,

∑
F

uF − δ (t ) · α (V
t
f )
+
-

(3)

where u is a fractional edge cover of the bag Bt . The Vb-connex
fractional hypertree δ -width of (T ,A) is defined asmaxt ∈V (T)\A ρ+t .
It is critical that we ignore the bags in the set A in the max compu-

tation. We also define u+t =
∑
F u
′
F where u′ is the fractional edge

cover of bag Bt that minimizes ρ+t .
When δ (t ) = 0 for every bag t , the δ -width of anyVb-connex

tree decomposition becomesmaxt ∈V (T)\A ρ∗ (Bt ), where ρ
∗ (Bt ) is

the fractional edge cover number ofBt . Define fhw(H | Vb) as the
smallest such quantity among allVb-connex tree decompositions of

H . WhenVb = ∅, then fhw(H | Vb) = fhw(H ), thus recovering
the notion of fractional hypertree width. Appendex E shows the

relationship between fhw(H | Vb) and other hypergraph related

parameters.

Finally, we define the δ -height of aVb-connex tree decomposi-

tion to be the maximum weight root-to-leaf path, where the weight

of a path P is defined as

∑
t ∈P δ (t ).

Example 9. Consider the decomposition on the right in Figure 2,
and a delay assignment δ that assigns 1/3 to node t1 with Bt1 =

{v2,v4,v1,v5}, 1/6 to the bag t2 with Bt2 = {v2,v3,v4}, and 0 to
the node t3 with Bt3 = t3 = {v6,v7}. The δ -height of the tree is
h = max{1/3 + 1/6, 0} = 1/2. To compute the fractional hypertree δ -
width, observe that we can cover the bag {v2,v4,v1,v5} by assigning
weight of 1 to the edges {v1,v2}, {v4,v5}, in which case ρ+t1 = (1 +

1) − 1/3 · 1 = 5/3. We also have ρ+t2 = (1 + 1) − 1/6 · 2 = 5/3, and
ρ+t3 = 1. Hence, the fractional hypertree δ -width is 5/3. Also, observe
that u+t1 = u

+
t2 = 2 and u+t3 = 1.

v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7

v2, v1 |

v3 | v2

v4 | v3

v5 | v4

v6 | v5

v7 | v6

v1, v5, v6

v2, v4 | v1, v5

v3 | v2, v4

v7 | v6

Figure 2: The hypergraph H for a path query of length 6,

along with two C-connex tree decompositions. The decom-

position on the left hasC = ∅, and the decomposition on the

right C = {v1,v5,v6}. The variables in C are colored red, and

the grey nodes are the ones in the set A.

Theorem 2. Let q = Qη be an adorned view over a natural join
query with hypergraphH = (V, E). Suppose thatH admits aVb-
connex tree decomposition. Fix any delay assignment δ , and let f
be theVb-connex fractional hypertree δ -width, h the δ -height of the
decomposition, and u∗ = maxt ∈V (T)\A u+t .

Then, for any input database D, we can construct a data structure
in compression time TC = Õ ( |D | + |D |u

∗+maxt δ (t ) ) with space S =
Õ ( |D |+ |D |f ), such that we can answer any access request with delay
Õ ( |D |h ).

If we write the delay in the above result as Õ (
∏

t ∈P |D |
δ (t ) ),

where P is the maximum-weight path, Theorem 2 tells us that the

delay is essentially multiplicative in the same branch of the tree,

but additive across branches. Unlike Theorem 1, the lexicographic

ordering of the result q(D) for Theorem 2 now depends on the tree

decomposition.

For our running example, Theorem 2 implies a data structure

with space Õ ( |D | + |D |5/3) and delay Õ ( |D |1/2). This data structure

can be computed in time Õ ( |D | + |D |7/3). Notice that this is much

smaller than the O ( |D |4) time required to compute the worst case

output. We prove the theorem in detail in Section 5, and we discuss

the complexity of choosing the optimal parameters in Section 6.

Next, we delve deeper into Theorem 2 and how to apply it.

Applying Theorem 2. We first give an example where Theorem 2

can substantially improve upon the space/delay tradeoff of Theo-

rem 1.

Example 10. Consider the following adorned view:

Pbf · · ·fbn (x1, . . . ,xn+1) = R1 (x1,x2),R2 (x2,x3), . . . ,Rn (xn ,xn+1).

A direct application of Theorem 1 results in a tradeoff of space Õ ( |D |+

|D | ⌈n/2⌉/τ ) with delay Õ (τ ). On the other hand, we can construct



a connex tree decomposition where A has a single bag {x1,xn+1},
which is connected to {x1,x2,xn ,xn+1}, which is in turn connected
to {x2,x3,xn−1,xn }, and so on. Consider the delay assignment that
assigns to each bag δ (t ) = log |D | τ . The δ -width of this decomposition
is 2− log |D | τ , while the δ -height is ⌊n/2⌋ · log |D | τ . Hence, Theorem 2
results in a tradeoff of space Õ ( |D | + |D |2/τ ) with delay Õ (τ ⌊n/2⌋ ).

Suppose now that our goal is to achieve constant delay. From

Theorem 2, in order to do this we have to choose the delay as-

signment to be 0 everywhere. In this case, we have the following

result (which slightly strengthens Theorem 2 in this special case

by dropping the polylogarithmic dependence).

Proposition 4. Let Qη be a full adorned view over a hypergraph
H = (V, E). Then, for any input database D, we can construct a
data structure in compression time and space S = O ( |D |fhw(H |Vb ) ),
such that we can answer any access request with delay O (1).

Observe that when all variables are free, thenVb = ∅, in which

case fhw(H | Vb) = fhw(H ), thus recovering the compression

result of a d-representation. Moreover, since the delay assignment

is 0 for all bags, the compression timeTC = Õ ( |D | + |D |fhw(H |Vb ) ).

Beyond full adorned views.Ourwork provides compression strate-

gies for queries that do not admit out-of-the-box factorization (such

as Loomis-Whitney joins), and can also recover the result of com-

pressed d-representations as a special case when all variables are

free (Proposition 4). On the other hand, factorized databases support

a much richer set of queries such as projections, aggregations [6, 7]

and analytical tasks such as learning regression models [22, 25].

One possible approach to handling projections in our setting is to

force a variable ordering in theVb-connex decomposition: more

precisely, we can force projection variables to appear first in any

root to leaf path. This idea of fixing variable ordering would be sim-

ilar to how order-by clauses are handled in d-tree query plans [6].

Remarkably, theVb-connex decomposition in our setting also cor-

responds to the tree decompositions used to compute aggregations

and orderings with group-by attributes asVb [22]. This points to

a deeper connection between our compressed representation and

d-tree representations used to compute group-by aggregates. We de-

fer the study of these connections and extension of our framework

to incorporate more expressive queries to future work.

3.3 A Remark on Optimality

So far we have not discussed the optimality of our results. We

remark why proving tight lower bounds might be a hard problem.

The problem of k-SetDisjointness is defined as follows. Given

a family of sets S1, . . . , Sm of total size N , we want to ask queries

of the following form: given as input a subset I ⊆ {1, . . . ,m} of
size k , is the intersection

⋂
i ∈I Si empty? The goal is to construct

a space-efficient data structure such that we can answer as fast as

possible. Note that k-SetDisjointness corresponds to the following

adorned view: Qb· · ·b (x1, . . . ,xk ) = R (x1, z),R (x2, z), . . . ,R (xk , z),
where R has size N . One can see that we can use the data structure

for the corresponding full view with headQb· · ·bf (x1, . . . ,xk , z) (see
Example 7) to answer k-SetDisjointness queries in time Õ (τ ), using

space Õ (N k/τk ).
In a recent work, Goldstein et al. [15] conjecture the following

lower bound:

Conjecture 1. (due to [15]) Consider a data structure that prepro-
cesses a family of sets S1, . . . , Sm of total size N . If the data structure
can answer k-SetDisjointness queries in time (or delay) 4 T , then it
must use S = Ω̃(N k/T k ) space.

The above conjecture is a generalization of a conjecture from [13]

for the case k = 2, which in turn generalizes a folklore conjecture

of Patrascu and Roditty [24], which was stated only for the case

where τ = 1 and k = 2. Applied in our setting, Conjecture 1

implies that for the adorned view Qb· · ·b (x1, . . . ,xk ) = R1 (x1, z),
R2 (x2, z), . . . ,Rk (xk , z), the tradeoff between space and delay (or

answer time) is essentially optimal when all relations have equal

size. Unfortunately, proving even the weaker conjecture of [24] is

considered a hard open problem.

4 A COMPRESSION PRIMITIVE

In this section, we describe the detailed construction of our data

structure for Theorem 1. Due to space constraints, we defer the

proofs to the full version of the paper [14].

4.1 Intervals and Boxes

Before we present the compression procedure, we first introduce

two important concepts in our construction, f-intervals and f-boxes,
both of which describe subspaces of the space of all possible tuples

in the output.

Intervals. The active domain D[x] of each variable x is equipped

with a total order ≤ induced from the order of dom. We will use

⊥,⊤ to denote the smallest and largest element of the active do-

main respectively (these will always exist, since we assume finite

databases). An interval for variable x is any subset of D[x] of the
form {u ∈ D[x] | a ≤ u ≤ b}, where a,b ∈ D[x], denoted by [a,b].
We adopt the standard notation for closed and open intervals and

write [a,b) = {u ∈ D[x] | a ≤ u < b}, and (a,b] = {u ∈ D[x] |
a < u ≤ b}. The interval [a,a] is called the unit interval and repre-

sents a single value. We will often write a for the interval [a,a],
and the symbol □ for the interval D[x].

By lifting the order from a single domain to the lexicographic or-

der of tuples inDf = D[x1f ]×· · ·×D[x
µ
f ], we can also define intervals

over Df , which we call f-intervals. For instance, if a = ⟨a1, . . . ,aµ ⟩
and b = ⟨b1, . . . ,bµ ⟩, the f-interval I = [a, b) represents all valua-
tions vf over Vf that are lexicographically at least a, but strictly
smaller than b.
Boxes. It will be useful to consider another type of subsets of Df ,

which we call f-boxes.

Definition 2 (f-box). An f-box is defined as a tuple of intervals
B = ⟨I1, . . . , Iµ ⟩, where Ii is an interval ofD[x if ]. The f-box represents
all valuations vf overVf , such that vf (x if ) ∈ Ii for every i = 1, . . . , µ.

We say that an f-box is canonical if whenever Ii , □, then every

Ij with j < i is a unit interval. A canonical f-box is always of the
form ⟨a1, . . . ,ai−1, Ii ,□, . . .⟩. For ease of notation, we will omit

the □ intervals in the end of a canonical f-box, and simply write

⟨a1, . . . ,ai−1, Ii ⟩.
An f-box B satisfies the following important property:

4
For boolean queries, answer time and delay coincide.



Proposition 5. (ZF ∈E RF ) ⋉ B =ZF ∈E (RF ⋉ B).

In other words, if we want to compute the restriction of an

output to tuples in B, it suffices to first restrict each relation to B
and then perform the join. We denote this restriction of the relation

as RF (B) = RF ⋉ B.
Unfortunately, Proposition 5 does not extend to f-intervals. Ex-

ample 15 in Appendix A shows that it is generally not possible to

first restrict each relation to RF ⋉ I and then perform the join. As

we will see next, we can partition each f-interval to a set of f-boxes
of constant size.

Box Decomposition. It will be useful to represent an f-interval
I = (a, b) as a union of canonical f-boxes. Let j be the first position
such that aj , bj . Then, we define the box decomposition of I,
denoted B (I), as the following set of canonical f-boxes:

Bℓ
µ = ⟨a1, . . . ,aµ−1, (aµ ,⊤]⟩

. . .

Bℓ
j+1 = ⟨a1, . . . ,aj , (aj+1,⊤]⟩

Bj = ⟨a1, . . . ,aj−1, (aj ,bj )⟩

Brj+1 = ⟨b1, . . . ,bj , [⊥,bj+1)⟩

. . .

Brµ = ⟨b1, . . . ,bµ−1, [⊥,bµ )⟩

Intuitively, a box decomposition divides an interval into a set of dis-

joint, lexicographically ordered intervals. We give next an example

of an f-interval and its decomposition into canonical f-boxes.

Example 11. For our running example (Example 4), let the active
domain be D[wi ] = {1, 2, . . . , 1000} for i = 1, 2, 3. Consider an open
f-interval I = (⟨10, 50, 100⟩, ⟨20, 10, 50⟩). The box decomposition of I
consists of the following 5 canonical f-boxes:

Bℓ
3
= ⟨10, 50, (100,⊤]⟩, Bℓ

2
= ⟨10, (50,⊤]⟩

B1 = ⟨(10, 20)⟩

Br
2
= ⟨20, [⊥, 10)⟩ Br

3
= ⟨20, 10, [⊥, 50)⟩

For another f-interval I′ = [⟨10, 50, 100⟩, ⟨10, 50, 200⟩), where the
first two positions coincide, the box decomposition consists of one
f-box: B3 = ⟨10, 50, [100, 200)⟩.

The following lemma summarizes several important properties

of the box decomposition:

Lemma 1. Let I be an f-interval and B (I) be its box decomposition.
Then:

(1) The f-boxes in B (I) form an order, Bℓ
µ ≤ · · · ≤ Bℓ

j+1 ≤ Bj ≤
Brj+1 ≤ · · · ≤ Brµ , such that two tuples from different f-boxes
are ordered according to the order of their f-boxes.

(2) The non-empty f-boxes of B (I) form a partition of I.
(3) |B (I) | ≤ 2µ − 1, where µ = |Vf |.

The above lemma implies the following corollary:

Corollary 1. Let I be an f-interval andB (I) be its box decomposition.
Then: ⋃

B∈B (I)

ZF ∈E (RF ⋉ B) = (ZF ∈E RF ) ⋉ I

4.2 Two Key Ingredients

We describe the intuition behind the compression representation.

Our data structure is parametrized by an integer τ > 0, which can

be viewed as a threshold parameter that works as a knob. We seek

to compute the result (ZF ∈E RF (vb)) ⋉ I, where I is initially the

f-interval that represents all possible valuations overVf . We can

upper bound the running time for this instance using the AGM

bound. If the bound is less than τ , we can compute the answer in

time and delay at most τ .
Otherwise, we do two things: (i ) we store a bit (1 if the answer

is nonempty, and 0 if it is empty), and (ii ) we split the f-interval
into two smaller f-intervals. Then, we recursively apply the same

idea for each of the two f-intervals. Since we need to store one bit

for every valuation that exceeds the given threshold for a given

f-interval, we need to bound the number of such valuations: this

bound will be our first ingredient. Second, we split each f-interval
in the same way for every valuation over bound variables; we do it

such that we can balance the information we need to store for each

smaller f-interval. The method to split the f-intervals in a balanced

way is our second key ingredient.

Bounding the Heavy Valuations. Given a valuation vb for the

bound variables, suppose we are asked to compute the result re-

stricted in some f-interval I, in other words (ZF ∈E RF (vb))⋉ I. Let
RF (v,B) = RF (v ) ⋉ B = (RF ⋉v ) ⋉ B.

Let us denote the slack α = α (Vf ), and also define û = (ûF )F ∈E ,
where ûF = uF /α . For an f-boxB and valuationv over any variables,

we define:

T (B) =
∏
F ∈E

|RF (B) |ûF , T (v,B) =
∏
F ∈E

|RF (v,B) |ûF

We overload T to apply to an f-interval I and valuation v over any

variables as follows:

T (I) =
∑

B∈B (I)

T (B), T (v, I) =
∑

B∈B (I)

T (v,B)

Proposition 6. The output (ZF ∈E RF (vb))⋉ I can be computed in
time O (T (vb, I)).

We will use the above bound on the running time as a threshold

of when it means that a particular interval is expensive to compute.

Definition 3. A pair (vb, I) is τ -heavy for a fractional edge cover
u if T (vb, I) > τ .

Observe that if a pair is not τ -heavy, this means that we can

compute the corresponding subinstance over I in time at mostO (τ ).
The following proposition provides an upper bound for the number

of such τ -heavy pairs.

Proposition 7. Given an f-interval I and integer τ , let H (I,τ ) be
the valuations vb such that the pair (vb, I) is τ -heavy for u. Then,

|H (I,τ ) | ≤
(
T (I)
τ

)α
Example 12. Consider the following instance for our running ex-
ample.



w1 x y
1 1 1
1 1 2
1 2 1
2 1 1
3 1 1

R1

w2 y z
1 1 2
1 2 1
1 2 2
2 1 1
2 1 2

R2

w3 x z
1 1 1
1 1 2
1 2 1
2 1 1
2 1 2

R3

We will use u = (1, 1, 1) as the fractional edge cover forV . Recall
that the slack is α = 2, and thus û = (1/2, 1/2, 1/2). Observe that
D[x] = D[y] = D[z] = {1, 2}, D[w1] = {1, 2, 3}, D[w2] = {1, 2},
D[w3] = {1, 2, 3}. Consider the root interval I(r ) = [⟨1, 1, 1⟩, ⟨2, 2, 2⟩].
The box decomposition B (I(r )) is:

Bℓ
3
= ⟨1, 1, [1, 2]⟩, Bℓ

2
= ⟨1, (1, 2]⟩

Br
2
= ⟨2, [1, 2)⟩ Br

3
= ⟨2, 2, [1, 2]⟩

We can then computeT (I(r )) =
√
|3| |3| |4| +

√
|1| |2| |4| +

√
|1| |3| |1| +

0 ≈ 10.56. Consider vb (w1,w2,w3) = (1, 1, 1). One can compute
T (vb, I(r )) =

√
2 + 2 + 1 = 4.414. If we pick τ = 4, then (vb, I(r )) is

τ -heavy.

Splitting an Interval.We next discuss howwe perform a balanced

splitting of an f-interval I. The first lemma tells us how we can

arbitrarily split a canonical f-box.

Lemma 2. Consider the canonical f-box

B = ⟨a1, . . . ,ai−1, [βL , βU ]⟩.

Then, for any t ≥ 0, there exists β ∈ D[x if ] such that
(1) T (⟨a1, . . . ,ai−1, [βL , β )⟩ ≤ t

(2) T (⟨a1, . . . ,ai−1, (β , βU ]⟩) ≤ max{0,T (B) − t }.
Moreover, we can compute β in time Õ (1).

We now present Algorithm 1, an algorithm that allows for bal-

anced splitting of an f-interval I.

Algorithm 1: Splitting an f-interval I

1 B (I) = {B1, . . . ,Bk } in lexicographic order

2 T ←
∑k
i=1T (Bi )

3 s ← argminj {
∑j
i=1T (Bi ) > T /2}

/* let Bs = ⟨c1, . . . , ck−1, Ik , . . . , Iµ ⟩ */
4 γk−1 ←

∑s−1
i=1 T (Bi ), ∆k−1 ← T (Bs )

5 for j=k to µ do

6 find min c j s.t. T (⟨c1, . . . , c j−1, Ij ∩ [⊥, c j ]⟩) ≥

min{∆j−1,T /2 − γj−1}

7 ∆j ← T (⟨c1, . . . , c j ⟩)

8 γj ← γj−1 +T (⟨c1, . . . , c j−1, Ij ∩ [⊥, c j )⟩

9 end

10 return (c1, . . . , cµ )

Proposition 8. Let I = [a, b] be an f-interval. Then, Algorithm 1
returns c ∈ Df that splits I into I≺ = [a, c) and I≻ = (c, b] such that
T (I≺ ) ≤ T (I)/2 and T (I≻ ) ≤ T (I)/2. Moreover, it terminates in time
Õ (1).

4.3 The Basic Structure

We now have all the necessary pieces to describe how we construct

the compressed representation. Recall that our data structure is

parametrized by a threshold parameter τ , and a fractional edge

cover u = (uF )F ∈E of the variables inV . The construction consists

of two steps.

1) The Delay-Balanced Tree. In the first step, we construct an

annotated binary tree T . Each nodew ∈ V (T ) is annotated with

an f-interval I(w ) and a value β (w ) ∈ Df , which is chosen according

to Algorithm 1. The tree is constructed recursively.

Initially, we create a root r with interval I(r ) = Df . Let w be a

node at level ℓ with interval I(w ) = [a, c], and define the threshold

at level ℓ to be τℓ = τ/2ℓ(1−1/α ) . In the case where T (I(w )) < τℓ ,
w is a leaf of the tree. Otherwise, using β (w ) as splitting point, we

construct two sub-intervals of I:

I≺ = [a, β (w )) and I≻ = (β (w ), c].

If I≺ , ∅, we create a new node wl as the left child of w , with

interval I(wl ) = I≺ . Similarly, if I≻ , ∅, we create a new nodewr as

the right child ofw , with interval I(wr ) = I≻ . We call the resulting

tree T a delay-balanced tree.

Lemma 3. Let T be a delay-balanced tree. Then:

(1) For every node w ∈ V (T ) at level ℓ, we have T (I(w )) ≤

T (I(r ))/2ℓ .
(2) The depth of T is at most O (logT ) and its size at most O (T ),

where T =
∏

F ∈E |RF |
uF /τα .

Example 13. Continuing our running example, we will construct
the delay-balanced tree. Since ℓ = 0 for the root node, τℓ = τ . We
begin by finding the split point β (r ) for the root node. We start with
the unit interval I(r )≺ = [⟨1, 1, 1⟩, ⟨1, 1, 1⟩] and keep increasing the
interval range until the join evaluation cost T (I(r )≺ ) > T (I(r ))/2.
For interval I(r )≺ = [⟨1, 1, 1⟩, ⟨1, 1, 1⟩], the box decomposition is
B (I(r )≺ ) = Bℓ

3
= ⟨1, 1, 1⟩.

The reader can verify thatT (I(r )≺ ) =
√
|3| |1| |2| ≈ 2.44 and chang-

ing the interval to I′(r )≺ = [⟨1, 1, 1⟩, ⟨1, 1, 2⟩] gives T (I′(r )≺ ) =
√
|3| |3| |4| = 6 > T (I(r ))/2. Thus, β (r ) = (1, 1, 2) and I(r )≻ =

[⟨1, 2, 1⟩, ⟨2, 2, 2⟩] with T (I(r )≻ ) =
√
|1| |2| |4| +

√
|1| |3| |1| ≈ 4.56

.
For the next level ℓ = 1, the threshold τℓ = τ/

√
2 = 4/

√
2 ≈

2.82. Since T (I(r )≺ ) ≤ 2.82, it is a leaf node. We recursively split
I(rr ) = I≻ (r ) = [⟨1, 2, 1⟩, ⟨2, 2, 2⟩] into I≺ (rr ) and I≻ (rr ). Fixing
β (rr ) = (1, 2, 2), we getT (I≺ (rr )) =

√
|1| |2| |1| ≈ 1.414 and I≻ (rr ) =

[⟨2, 1, 1⟩, ⟨2, 2, 2⟩], T (I≻ (rr )) =
√
3. Since both worst case running

times are smaller than τ2 = τ/2 = 2, our tree construction is complete.
We demonstrate the final delay-balanced tree T in Figure 3.

2) Storing Auxiliary Information. The second step is to store

auxiliary information for the heavy valuations at each node of the

tree T . Recall that the threshold for a heavy valuation at a node in

level ℓ is τℓ = τ/2ℓ(1−1/α ) . We will construct a dictionary D that

takes as arguments a nodew ∈ V (T ) at level ℓ and a valuation vb
such that (vb, I(w )) is τℓ-heavy and returns in constant time:

D (w,vb) =



0, if (ZF ∈E RF (vb)) ⋉ I(w ) = ∅,

1, otherwise .



I(r ) = [⟨1, 1, 1⟩, ⟨2, 2, 2⟩]

β (r ) = (1, 1, 2)

node r

I(rl ) = [⟨1, 1, 1⟩, ⟨1, 1, 1⟩]

node rl
I(rr ) = [⟨1, 2, 1⟩, ⟨2, 2, 2⟩]

β (rr ) = (1, 2, 2)

node rr

[⟨1, 2, 1⟩, ⟨1, 2, 1⟩]

node rr l
[⟨2, 1, 1⟩, ⟨2, 2, 2⟩]

node rr r

Figure 3: Delay balanced tree for running example

If (vb, I(w )) is not τℓ-heavy, then there is no entry for this pair in the
dictionary and it simply returns ⊥. In other words, D remembers

for the pairs that are heavy whether the answer is empty or not for

the restriction of the result to the f-interval I(w ). We next provide

an upper bound on the size of D.

Lemma 4. |D| = Õ (
∏

F ∈E |RF |
uF /τα ).

Appendix B shows the detailed construction that allows us to

build the dictionary D in time Õ (
∏

F ∈E |RF |
uF ), using at most

Õ (
∏

F ∈E |RF |
uF /τα ) space, i.e., no more space than the size of the

dictionary. The final compressed representation consists of the pair

(T ,D), along with the necessary indexes on the base relations

(that need only linear space).

Example 14. The last step for our running example is to construct
the dictionary for all τℓ-heavy valuations. Consider the valuation
vb (w1,w2,w3) = (1, 1, 1), which we have shown to be τ -heavy. Next,
we store a bit in the dictionary at each node for vb denoting if the
join output is non-empty for the restriction of result to interval I.
The reader can verify that (vb, I(r )) and (vb, I(rr )) are τ0- and τ1-
heavy respectively. Thus, the dictionary will store two entries for vb:
D (I(r ),vb) = 1,D (I(rr ),vb) = 1.

4.4 Answering a Query

We now explain how we can use the data structure to answer an

access request q = Qη
[v] given by a valuation v . The detailed

algorithm is depicted in Algorithm 2.

We start traversing the tree from the root r . For a node w , if

D (w,vb) = ⊥, we compute the corresponding subinstance using

a worst-case optimal algorithm for every box in the box decom-

position. If D (w,vb) = 0, we do nothing. If D (w,vb) = 1, we
recursively traverse the left child (if it exists), compute the instance

for the unit interval [β (w ), β (w )], then recursively traverse the

right child (if it exists). This traversal order guarantees that the

tuples are output in lexicographic order.

We prove in full version of the paper [14] the following result

about the performance of Algorithm 2:

Lemma 5. Algorithm 2 enumerates q(D) in lexicographic order with
delay δ = Õ (τ ) and answer time TA = Õ ( |q(D) | + τ · |q(D) |1/α ).

Algorithm 2: Answering a query q = Qη
[vb]

input : tree T , dictionary D, valuation v
output :query answer q(D)

1 eval(r ,vb) /* start from the root */
2 return

3 procedure eval(w,vb)
4 if D (w,vb) = ⊥ then

5 forall B ∈ B (I(w )) do
6 output ZF ∈E RF (vb,B)
7 end

8 else if D (w,vb) = 1 then
9 if w has left childwℓ then

10 eval(wℓ ,vb)

11 output ZF ∈E RF (vb, [β (w ), β (w )])

12 if w has right childwr then

13 eval(wr ,vb)

14 return

5 QUERY DECOMPOSITIONS

In this section, we prove Theorem 2. Consider an adorned view over

a natural join query (with hypergraphH ), with bound variablesVb.

Fix a Vb-connex tree decomposition (T ,A). Observe that, since
the bags in A do not play any role in the width or height, we can

assume w.l.o.g. that A consists of a single bag tb. We consider the

example in Figure 2 as the running example for this section.

5.1 Constant Delay Enumeration

As a warm-up, we first show how to construct the data structure

for Proposition 4, when our goal is to achieve constant delay for

the enumeration of every access query.

In the full enumeration case, whereVb = ∅, we can take any op-

timal tree decomposition with fractional hypertree width fhw(H )
(so aVb-connex decomposition), materialize the tuples in each bag

by running the query restricted on the vertices of the bag, and

finally apply a sequence of semi-joins in a bottom-up order to re-

move any tuples from the bags that do not participate in the final

result. Additionally, for each node t ∈ V (T), we construct a hash
index over the materialized result with keyVt

b = Bt ∩ anc(t ), and
output values for the variables inVt

f = Bt \ V
t
b . For example, the

node with bag {v2,v3} constructs an index with key v2 that returns
all the matching values of v3. Given such indexes, we can perform

a full enumeration in constant delay starting from the root (which

will be the empty bag), and visiting the nodes of the tree T in a

pre-order fashion by following the indexes at each bag. This con-

struction uses the same idea as d-representations [23], and requires

space O ( |D |fhw(H ) ).
When Vb , ∅, the standard tree decomposition may not be

useful to achieve constant delay enumeration. For instance, for the

example hypergraph of Figure 2, if the adorned view has Vb =

{v1,v5,v6}, then the pre-order traversal of the decomposition on

the left will fail to achieve constant delay. However, we can use aVb-

connex decomposition to successfully answer any access request

(e.g., the decomposition on the right in Figure 2).We first materialize



all the bags, except for the bag of tb. Then, we run a sequence of

semi-joins in a bottom-up manner, where we stop right before the

node tb (since it is not materialized). For each node t ∈ V (T) \ {tb},
we construct a hash index over the materialized result with key

Vt
b . Finally, for the root node tb, we construct a hash index that

tests membership for every hyperedge of H that is contained in

Vb. For the example in Figure 2, we construct one such index for

the hyperedge {v5,v6}.
Given a valuation vb overVb, we answer the access request as

follows. We start by checking in constant time whether vb (v5,v6)
is in the input. Then, we use the hash index of the node with bag

{v2,v4,v1,v5} to find thematching values forv2,v4 (sincev1,v5 are
bound by vb), and subsequently use the hash index of {v3,v2,v4}
to find the matching values for v3; similarly, we also traverse the

right subtree starting of the root node to find the matching values

of v7. We keep doing this traversal until all tuples are enumerated.

We describe next how this algorithm generalizes for any adorned

view and beyond constant delay.

5.2 Beyond Constant Delay

We will now sketch the construction and query answering for

the general case. The detailed construction and algorithms are

presented in Appendix C, D. Along with the tree decomposition,

let us fix a delay assignment δ .

Construction Sketch. The first step is to apply for each node t in
T (except tb) the construction of the data structure from Theorem 1,

with the following parameters: (i ) hypergraph H ′ = (V ′, E ′)
where V ′ = Bt and E

′ = EBt , (ii ) bound variables V ′b = V
t
b ,

(iii ) τ = |D |δ (t ) , and (iv ) u the fractional edge cover that minimizes

ρ+t . For the root node tb, we simply construct a hash index that

tests membership for every hyperedge ofH that is contained inVb.

This construction uses for each bag space Õ ( |D |+ |D |ρ
+
t −δ (t ) ·α (V

t
f ) ),

which means that the compressed representation has size Õ ( |D | +

|D |f ).
The second step is to run a sequence of semi-joins in bottom-up

fashion. However, since the bags are not fully materialized anymore,

this operation is not straightforward. Instead, we flip all entries

of the dictionary Dt (w,vb) of the data structure at node t from
1 to 0 if no valuation in the interval I(w ) joins with its child bag.

This step is necessary to guarantee that if we visit an interval in

the delay-balanced tree with entry 1, we are certain to produce

an output for the full query (and not only the particular bag). To

perform this check, we do not actually materialize the bag of the

child, but we simply use its dictionary (hence costing an extra factor

of maxt δ (t ) during preprocessing time).
5

Query Answering. To answer an access query with valuation vb,
we start from the root node tb of the decomposition and check

using the indexes of the node whether vb belongs to all relations
RF such that F ⊆ Vb. Then, we invoke Algorithm 2 on the left-

most child t0 of tb , which outputs a new valuation in time at most

Õ ( |D |δ (t0 ) ), or returns nothing. As soon as we obtain a new output,

we recursively proceed to the next bag in pre-order traversal of T,

and find valuations for the (still free) variables in the bag. If there

5
Recall that since we are applying Theorem 1 to each bag, there will be a separate data

structure created for each bag in the decomposition.

are no such valuations returned by Algorithm 2 for the node under

consideration, this means that the last valuation outputted by the

parent node does not lead to any output. In this case, we resume

the enumeration for the parent node. Finally, when Algorithm 2

finishes the enumeration procedure, then we resume the enumera-

tion for the pre-order predecessor of the current node (and not the

parent). Intuitively, we go the predecessor to fix our next valuation,

in order to enumerate the cartesian product of all free variables in

the subtree rooted at the least common ancestor of current node

and predecessor node.

The delay guarantee of Õ ( |D |h ) comes from the fact that, at

every node t in the tree, we will output in time Õ ( |D |δ (t ) ) at most

Õ ( |D |δ (t ) ) valuations, one of which will produce a final output

tuple. Moreover, when a node has multiple children, then for a fixed

valuation of the node, the traversal of each child is independent of

the other children: if one subtree produces no result, then we can

safely exit all subtrees and continue the enumeration of the node.

The full details and analysis of the algorithm are in Appendix D.

6 THE COMPLEXITY OF MINIMIZING DELAY

In this section, we study the computational complexity of choosing

the optimal parameters for Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. We identify

two objectives that guide the parameter choice: (i ) given a space

constraint, minimize the delay, and (ii ) given a delay constraint,

minimize the necessary space.

We start with the following computational task, which we call

MinDelayCover. We are given as input a full adorned view Qη

over a CQ, the sizes |RF | of each relation F , and a positive integer Σ
as a space constraint. The size ofQη

, denoted |Qη |, is defined as the

length of Qη
when viewed as a word over alphabet that consists of

variable setV , dom and atoms in the body of the query. The goal

is to output a fractional edge cover u that minimizes the delay in

Theorem 1, subject to the space constraint S ≤ Σ.
We observe that we can express MinDelayCover as a linear

fractional program with a bounded and non-empty feasible region

(see [14]). Such a program can always be transformed to an equiv-

alent linear program [9], which means that the problem can be

solved in polynomial time.

Proposition 9. MinDelayCover can be solved in polynomial time
in the size of the adorned view, the relation sizes, and the space con-
straint.

We also consider the inverse task, calledMinSpaceCover: given

as input a full adorned view Qη
over a CQ, the sizes |RF | of each

relation F , and a positive integer ∆ as a delay constraint, we want

to output a fractional edge cover u that minimizes the space S in

Theorem 1, subject to the delay constraint τ ≤ ∆.
To solveMinSpaceCover, observe that we can simply perform a

binary search over the space parameter S , from |D | to |D |k , where
k is the number of atoms inQ . For each space, we then runMinDe-

layCover and check whether the minimum delay returned satisfies

the delay constraint.

Proposition 10. MinSpaceCover can be solved in polynomial time
in the size of the adorned view, the relation sizes, and the delay con-
straint.



We next turn our attention to how to optimize for the parame-

ters in Theorem 2. Suppose we are given a full adorned view Qη

over a CQ, the database size |D |, and a space constraint Σ, and we

want to minimize the delay. If we are given a fixedVb-connex tree

decomposition, then we can compute the optimal delay assignment

δ and optimal fractional edge cover for each bag as follows: we

iterate over every bag in the tree decomposition, and then solve

MinDelayCover for each bag using the space constraint. It is easy

to see that the delay that we obtain in each bag must be the delay

of an optimal delay assignment. For the inverse task where we

are given aVb-connex tree decomposition, a delay constraint, and

our goal is to minimize the space, we can apply the same binary

search technique as in the case of MinSpaceCover (observe the

that δ -height is also easily computable in polynomial time). In other

words, we can compute the optimal parameters for our given ob-

jective in polynomial time, as long as we are provided with a tree

decomposition.

In the case where the tree decomposition is not given, then the

problem of finding the optimal data structure according to Theo-

rem 2 becomes intractable. Indeed, we have already seen that if we

want to achieve constant delay τ = 1, then the tree decomposition

that minimizes the space S is the one that achieves theVb-connex

fractional hypertree width, fhw(H | Vb). Since forVb = ∅we have

fhw(H | Vb) = fhw(H ), and finding the optimal fractional hyper-

tree width is NP-hard [16], finding the optimal tree decomposition

for our setting is also NP-hard.

7 RELATEDWORK

There has been a significant amount of literature on data compres-

sion; a common application is to apply compression in column-

stores [1]. However, such compression methods typically ignore

the logical structure that governs data that is a result of a relational

query. The key observation is that we can take advantage of the

underlying logical structure in order to design algorithms that can

compress the data effectively. This idea has been explored before

in the context of factorized databases [23], which can be viewed

as a form of logical compression. Our approach builds upon the

idea of using query decompositions as a factorized representation,

and we show that for certain access patterns it is possible to go

below |D |fhw space for constant delay enumeration. In addition, our

results also allow trading off delay for smaller space requirements

of the data structure. A long line of work has also investigated

the application of a broader set of queries with projections and

aggregations [6, 7], as well as learning linear regression models

over factorized databases [22, 25]. Closely related to our setting is

the investigation of join-at-a-time query plans, where at each step,

a join over one variable is computed [10]. The intermediate results

of these plans are partial factorized representations that compress

only a part of the query result. Thus, they can be used to tradeoff

space with delay, albeit in a non-tunable manner.

Our work is also connected to the problem of constant-delay

enumeration [5, 26, 27]: in this case, we want to enumerate a query

result with constant delay after a linear time preprocessing step.

We can view the linear time preprocessing step as a compression

algorithm, which needs space only O ( |D |). It has been shown that

the class of connex-free acyclic conjunctive queries can be enumer-

ated with constant delay after a linear-time preprocessing. Hence,

in the case of connex-free acyclic CQs, there exists an optimal

compression/decompression algorithm. However, many classes of

queries are not factorizable to linear size, and can not be enumerated

with constant-delay after linear-time preprocessing. Such examples

are the triangle query ∆fff (x ,y, z) = R (x ,y),R (y, z),R (z,x ), or the

2-path query Pff
2
(x ,y) = R (x ,y),R (y, z).

Query compression is also a central problem in graph analyt-

ics. Many applications involve extracting insights from relational

databases using graph queries. In such situations, most systems

load the relational data in-memory and expand it into a graph rep-

resentation that can become very dense. Analysis of such graphs

is infeasible, as the graph size blows up quickly. Recent work [29–

31] introduced the idea of controlled graph expansion by storing

information about high-degree nodes and evaluating acyclic CQs

over light sub-instances. However, this work is restricted only to

binary views (i.e., graphs), and does not offer any formal guaran-

tees on delay or answer time. It also does not allow the compressed

representation to grow more than linear in the size of the input.

Finally, our work is closely related with the problem of set in-

tersection. Set intersection has applications in problems related to

document indexing [3, 11] and proving hardness results and lower

bounds for space/approximation tradeoff of distance oracles for

graphs [12, 24]. Previous work [11] has looked at creating a data

structure for fast set intersection reporting and its corresponding

boolean version. Our main data structure is a strict generalization

of the one from [11].

8 CONCLUSION

In this paper we propose a novel and tunable data structure that

allows us to compress the result of a conjunctive query, so that we

can answer efficiently access requests over the query output.

This work initiates an exciting direction on studying compres-

sion tradeoffs for query results, and thus there are several open

problems. The main challenge is to show whether our proposed

data structure achieves optimal tradeoffs between the various pa-

rameters. Recent work [3] makes it plausible to look for lower

bounds in the pointer machine model. A second open problem is

to explore how our data structures can be modified to support ef-

ficient updates of the base tables. Recent results [8] indicate that

efficient maintenance of CQ results under updates is in general

a hard problem. This creates a new challenge for designing data

structures and algorithms that provide theoretical guarantees and

work well in practice. A third challenge is to extend our algorithms

to support views with projections: projections add the additional

challenge that we have to deal with duplicate tuples in the output.

Finally, an interesting question is whether it is possible to build our

data structure on-the-fly without a preprocessing step.
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A BOX DECOMPOSITION

Example 15. Consider the adorned view

V fbff (x ,y, z,w ) = R1 (x ,y),R2 (y, z),R3 (z,w ),R4 (w,x ).

Assume that the active domain is D[x] = D[y] = D[z] = D[w] =

{1, 2}. Since Vf = {x , z,w }, consider the f-interval I = [a, b] where
a = ⟨1, 2, 1⟩ and b = ⟨2, 1, 2⟩. In other words, interval I contains
the following valuations forVf : (1, 2, 1), (1, 2, 2), (2, 1, 1), (2, 1, 2). It
is easy to verify that Ri ⋉ I = Ri for every i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and that
(1, 1, 1, 1) is an output tuple. However, (ZF ∈E RF ) ⋉ I filters out
(1, 1, 1, 1) as (1, 1, 1) does not lie in the interval I.

Next, we state an important lemma that will be useful subse-

quently to bound the running time of the dictionary construction.

We defer its proof to the full version of the paper [14].

Lemma 6. Let B = ⟨I1, . . . , Ii , . . .⟩ be an f-box, and J1, . . . , Jp
a partition of the interval Ii . Denote Bk = ⟨I1, . . . , Jk , . . .⟩. Then,∑p
k=1T (Bk ) ≤ T (B).

B DICTIONARY CONSTRUCTION

In this section, we show how to efficiently construct the dictionary

D from the input database D. In particular, we prove the following:

Lemma 7. The dictionary D can be constructed in time
Õ (

∏
F ∈E |RF |

uF ), using at most Õ (
∏

F ∈E |RF |
uF /τα ) space.

We construct the dictionary D as follows:

a) Find Heavy Valuations. The first step of the algorithm is to

compute the list of heavy valuations vb for any interval I.

Proposition 11. Let LI denote the sorted list of all valuations of
Vb such that (vb, I) is τ -heavy. Then, LI can be constructed in time
Õ (

∑
B∈B (I)

∏
F ∈EVb

|RF ⋉ B|uF ) using space O ((T (I)/τ )α ).

Proof. The first observation is that for all heavy (vb, I) valua-
tions, sinceT (vb, I) > τ , there exists B ∈ B (I) such that RF (vb)⋉B
is non-empty for each F ∈ EVb . This implies that πF∩Vb (vb) ∈
πF∩Vb (RF ⋉B) (otherwise the relation will be empty andT (vb, I) =
0). Thus, it is sufficient to compute πVb ((ZF ∈EVb

RF ) ⋉ I) to find

all heavy valuations.

We can construct the list LI by running a worst case join al-

gorithm in time O (
∑
B∈B (I)

∏
F ∈EVb

|RF ⋉ B|uF ). Additionally, as
soon as the worst case join algorithm generates an output vb, we
check ifvb is τ -heavy in Õ (1) time. This can be done by using linear

sized indexes on base relations to count the number of tuples in

each relation RF ∈E (vb, I) and using u as cover to check whether

the execution time is greater than the threshold τ . Since we need
only heavy valuations, we only retain those in memory. Proposi-

tion 7 bounds the space requirement of LI to at mostO ((T (I)/τ )α ).
Sorting LI introduces at most an additional O (log |D |) factor. □

b) Using join output to createD.Consider the delay balanced tree
T as constructed in the first step.Without loss of generality, assume

that the tree is full. We bound the time taken to create D (w,vb)



for all nodeswL at some level L (applying the same steps to other

levels introduces at most log |D | factor). The detailed algorithm is

presented below.

Algorithm 3: Create Dictionary D (w,vb) for level L nodes in

T

input : tree T

output :D (w,vb) for all leaf nodes

1 forallw inwL do

/* Run NPRR on (ZF ∈EVb
RF )⋉ I(w ) to compute LI(w ) */

2 forall vb ∈ LI(w ) do

3 D (w,vb) = 0 /* initializing D with all heavy pairs */
4 end

/* Run NPRR on (ZF ∈E RF ) ⋉ I(w ) */
5 forall j ← output tuple from NPRR /* requires log |D |

main memory */
6 do

7 vb ← ΠVb (j )

8 if vb ∈ LI(w ) then /* binary search over LI(w ) */
9 D (w,vb) = 1

10 end

11 end

12 end

Algorithm Analysis.We first bound the running time of the algo-

rithm.

Proposition 12. Algorithm 3 runs in time Õ (
∏

F ∈E |RF |
uF ).

Proof. We will first compute the time needed to construct the

list LI(w ) for all nodes w at level L. Proposition 11 tells us that

to find the heavy valuations for an interval I(w ) we need time

Õ (
∑
B∈B (I(w ))

∏
F ∈EVb

|RF ⋉ B|uF ). We will apply Lemma 6 to

show that

∑
w ∈wL

∑
B∈B (I(w ))

∏
F ∈E |RF⋉B|uF = O (

∏
F ∈E |RF |

uF ).
Consider all the f-boxes in the box decomposition of I(w ),∀w ∈ wL .

All f-boxes that have the first µ − 1 variables fixed are of the form

Bkµ = ⟨a1, . . . ,aµ−1, (akµ ,bkµ )⟩. We apply Lemma 6 with i = µ to all

such boxes. Thus,

∑
k T (Bkµ ) ≤ T (⟨a1, . . . ,aµ−1,□⟩).

After this step, all f-boxes have unit interval prefix of length at

most µ − 1 and have the domain of x fµ as □. We repeatedly apply

lemma 6 to all boxes with i = µ − 1, µ − 2, . . . , 1 sequentially. Each
application merges the boxes and fixes the domain of x if = □. The

last step merges all f-boxes of the form ⟨a⟩ to I(r ) = ⟨□, . . . ,□⟩.
This gives us,∑

w ∈wL

∑
B∈B (I(w ))

∏
F ∈E

|RF ⋉ B|uF ≤
∏
F ∈E

|RF ⋉ I(r ) |uF

= O (
∏
F ∈E

|RF |
uF )

The second step is to bound the running time of the worst case

join optimal algorithm to compute (ZF ∈E RF ) ⋉ I(w ) in line 5.

Observe that this join can also be computed in worst case time∑
w ∈wL

∑
B∈B (I(w ))

∏
F ∈E |RF ⋉B|uF = O (

∏
F ∈E |RF |

uF ). Finally,

note that all steps in line 7-line 10 are Õ (1) operations. □

Next, we analyze the space requirement of Algorithm 3.

Proposition 13. Algorithm 3 requires space O (
∏

F ∈E |RF |
uF /τα )

Proof. Lines 2-3 take |D| amount of space. TheNPRR algorithm

requires log |D | amount of memory to keep track of pointers.
6
Since

we are only streaming through the join output, there is no addi-

tional memory overhead in this step. Thus, the bound on memory

required follows from Proposition 11 (bounding the size of LI(r ) )
and Lemma 4. □

C CONSTRUCTING DATA STRUCTURE FOR

QUERY DECOMPOSITION

In this section, we present the detailed construction of data structure

and time required for Theorem 2. Without loss of generality, we

assume that all bound variables are present in a single bag tb in the

Vb-connex tree decomposition of the hypergraphH . This can be

achieved by simply merging all the bags t with Bt ⊆ Vb into tb
which is also designated as the root. Note that the delay assignment

for root node is δtb = 0. Let λ(T) denote the set of all root to leaf

paths in T, h be the δ -height of the decomposition and f be the

Vb-connex fractional hypertree δ -width of the decomposition. We

also define the quantity u∗ = maxt ∈V (T)\tb
∑
F u
′
t,F where u ′t is

the fractional edge cover for bag Bt that minimizes ρ+t . We will

show that in time TC = Õ ( |D | + |D |u
∗+maxt δt ), we can construct

required data structure using space S = Õ ( |D | + |D |f ) for a given
Vb-connex tree decomposition T of δ -width f . The construction
will proceed in two steps:

(i) Apply Theorem 1 to decomposition. We apply Theorem 1 to

each bag (except tb) in the decomposition with the following pa-

rameters: (i )H t = (Vt , Et ) where Vt = Bt and Et = EBt ,

(ii )Vt
b = anc(t ) ∩ Bt and V

t
f = Bt \ anc(t ), and (iii ) the edge

cover u is the cover of the node t in the decomposition correspond-

ing to ρ+t . Thus, in time Õ ( |D | + |D |u
∗

) we can the construct delay-

balanced tree Tt and the corresponding dictionary Dt for each bag

other than the root. The space requirement for each bag is no more

than Õ ( |D | + |D |f ).
However, the dictionary Dt needs to be modified for each bag

since there can be dangling tuples in a bag that may participate only

in the join output of the bag but not in join output of the branch

containing t . In the following description, we will use the notation

vtb to denote a valuation over variables Vt
b . Note that vb is the

valuation overVb.

(ii) ModifyDt using semijoins. Algorithm 4 shows the construc-

tion of the modified dictionary Dt to incorporate the semijoin

result. The goal of this step is to ensure that if Dt (w,v
t
b) = 1, then

there exists a set of valid valuations for all variables in the subtree

rooted at t . We will apply a sequence of semijoin operations in a

bottom up fashion which we describe next.

Bottom Up Semijoin. In this phase, the bags are processed accord-

ing to post-order traversal of the tree in bottom-up fashion. The

key idea is to stream over all heavy valuations of a node in T

and ensure that they join with some tuple in the child bags. Let

6
If we have at least |D | memory, i.e, all relations can fit in memory, then we require

no subsequent I/O’s



Algorithm 4:Modifying (D)t ∈V (T)

input :Vb-bound decomposition T, (T ,D)t ∈V (T)

1 forall t ∈ T \ {tb ∪ children of tb} in post-order fashion do

2 parent← parent of t
3 for ℓ = 0 to L /* L is the number of levels in Tparent */
4 do

5 forallw ∈ wℓ of Tparent /*wℓ represents all nodes at
level ℓ in Tparent */

6 do

7 forall heavy vparentb ∈ w and

Dparent (w,v
parent
b ) = 1 do

8 forall k ← Qparent (v
parent
b ,D) ⋉ I(w )

/* computing (ZF ∈EVt RF ) via box
decomposition */

9 do

10 if Algorithm 2 on t with
vtb = πBparent∩Bt (k ) is empty for all k
then

11 Dt (w,πVparent
b

(k )) = 0

12 end

13 end

14 end

15 end

16 end

17 end

Qt (v
t
b,D) denote the NPRR join instance on the relations cover-

ing variables Vt
where bound variables are fixed to vtb. When

processing a non-root (or non-child of root) node tj , a semijoin

is performed with its parent ti to flip all dictionary entries of ti
from 1 to 0 if the entry does not join with any tuple in tj on their

common attributesBti ∩Btj . To perform this operation, we stream

over all tuples k ← Qti (v
ti
b ,D) and check if πBti ∩Btj

(k ) is present

in the join output of relations covering tj . This check in bag tj
can be performed by invoking Algorithm 2 with bound valuation

πBti ∩Btj
(k ) in time Õ ( |D |

δtj ).

Algorithm Analysis.We will show that Algorithm 4 can be exe-

cuted in time Õ ( |D |u
∗+maxt δt ).

Proposition 14. Algorithm 4 has running time Õ ( |D |u
∗+maxt δt ).

Proof. The main observation is that the join Qparent (v
t
b,D) ⋉

I(w ) for all nodes at level L in Tparent can be computed in time at

most O ( |D |u
∗

) as shown in Proposition 12. Since the operation in

Line 10 can be performed in time Õ ( |D |δt ) for each k and Tparent
has at most logarithmic number of levels, the total overhead of the

procedure is dominated by the semijoin operation where delay for

bag t is the largest. This implies a running time of Õ ( |D |u
∗+maxt δt )

for the procedure. □

Proposition 15. If Dt (w,v
t
b) = 1, then there exists a set of valua-

tions for all variables in the subtree rooted at t for vtb.

Proof. Consider a valuation such thatDt (w,v
t
b) = 1. Ifvtb does

not join with the relations of any child bag c , then Line 10 would be

true and Algorithm 4 would have flipped the dictionary entry to 0.

Thus, there exists a valuation forVc
f . Applying the same reasoning

inductively to each child bag c till we reach the leaf nodes gives us

the desired result. □

The modified dictionary, along with the enumeration algorithm,

guarantees that any valuation of free variables that is output by

Algorithm 2 for a particular bag will also produce an output for

the subtree of that bag. Note that the main memory requirement of

Algorithm 4 is only O (1) pointers and the data structures for each

bag which takes Õ ( |D | + |D |f ) space.

D ANSWERING USING QUERY

DECOMPOSITION

In this section, we present the query answering algorithm for the

givenVb-connex decomposition. We will first add some metadata

to each bag in the decomposition and then invoke algorithm 2 for

each bag in pre-order fashion.

Adding pointers for each bag. Consider the decomposition T

along with (T ,D)t ∈V (T)\tb for each bag. We will modify T as

follows: for each node of the tree, we fix a pointer predecessor (t ),
that will point to the pre-order predecessor of the node. Intuitively,
the pre-order predecessor of a node is the last node where the

valuation for a free variable will be fixed in the pre-order traversal

of the tree just before visiting the current node. Figure 4 shows an

example of a modified decomposition. This transformation can be

done in O (1) time.

v1, v2

v3 | v1, v2

v4 | v3

v5 | v4 v6 | v4

v7 | v3

Figure 4: Example of the modified tree decomposition: the

arrows in color are the predecessor pointers

For ease of description of the algorithm, we assume that Algo-

rithm 2 answering Qη
[vtb] for any bag t is accessible using the

procedure nextt (vtb). Let V
t
pred represent all bound variables en-

countered in the pre-order traversal of the tree from tb to t (includ-
ing bound variables of t ).

Algorithm Description. The algorithm begins from the root node

and fixes the valuation for all free variables in the root bag. Then, it

proceeds to the next bag recursively considering all ancestor vari-

ables as bound variables and finds a valuation for Bt \ anc(t ). At
the first visit to any bag, if the bound variables vtb do not produce

an output in delay Õ ( |D |δt ), then we proceed to the next valuation



in the parent bag. However, if the enumeration for some vtb did

produce output tuples but the procedure nextt (vtb) has finished,
we proceed to the predecessor of the bag to fix the next valuation

for variables in predecessor bag. In other words, the ancestor vari-

ables remain fixed and we enumerate the cartesian product of the

remaining variables.

Lemma 8. Algorithm 5 enumerates the answers with delay at most
Õ ( |D |h ) where h is the δ -height of the decomposition tree. Moreover,
it requires at most O (log |D |) memory

Proof. Since the size of the decomposition is a constant, we

require at most O (1) pointers for predecessors and O (1) pointers
for storing the valuations of each free variable. Let nℓ be the set

of nodes at depth ℓ. We will express the delay of the algorithm

in terms of the delay of the subtrees of every node. The delay

at the root tb after checking whether valuation vb is in the base

relations is dtb = O (
∑
t ∈n1

dt ). This is because the enumeration

of each subtree rooted at depth ℓ = 1 depends only on its an-

cestor variables and is thus independent of the other subtrees at

that depth. Since each node in the tree can produce at most |D |δt

valuations in Õ ( |D |δt ) time, the recursive expansion of δtb gives

δtb = O (
∑
p∈λ (T) Õ ( |D |

∑
t∈p δt )). The largest term over all root to

leaf paths is Õ ( |D |h )which gives us the desired delay guarantee. □

Algorithm 5:Query Answering usingC-bound decomposition

input : tree T, (T ,D)t ∈V (T) ,vb
output :query answer Q (D)

1 Initialize tvisited ← 0 for all nodes, v ← vb , t ← left child of tb
2 Check if RF (vb) , ∅, F ∈ E, F ⊆ C

3 forall nodes in pre-order traversal starting from t do
4 v ← πVt

pred
(v )

5 vtf ← nextt (πVt
b
(v ))

6 if vtf is empty and tvisited = 0 then

7 t ← parent(t )
8 continue

9 end

10 if vtf is empty and tvisited = 1 then

11 tvisited ← 0

12 t ← predecessor(t )
13 continue

14 end

15 tvisited ← 1

16 v ← (v,vtf )

17 if t is last node in the tree then
18 if RF (v ) , ∅, F ∈ E then

19 emit v

20 end

21 go to line 4 /* If t is last node in tree, find next
valuation forVt

f */
22 end

23 end

E COMPARINGWIDTH NOTIONS

We briefly discuss the connection of fhw(H | Vb) for aVb-connex

decomposition with other related hypergraph notions.

The first observation is that the minimum edge cover number ρ∗

is always an upper bound on fhw(H | Vb). On the other hand, the

fhw(H | Vb) is incomparable with fhw(H ). Indeed, Example 17

shows that fhw(H | Vb) < fhw(H ), and the example below shows

that the inverse situation can happen as well.

Example 16. The queryR (x ,y), S (y, z) is acyclic and has fhw(H ) =
1. LetVb = {x , z}. The only validVb-bound decomposition is the one
with two bags, {x , z}, {x ,y, z}, and hence fhw(H | Vb) = 2. In this
scenario, fhw(H | Vb) > fhw(H ).

Example 17. Figure 5 shows an example hypergraph and a Vb-
bound tree decomposition (the variables inVb are colored red). For
this example, fhw(H ) = 2, but fhw(H | Vb) = 3/2. Indeed, observe
that we can cover the lower bag of the tree decomposition with a
fractional edge cover of value only 3/2.

v5

v1 v2W

V

U T

RS

v3 v4

v1, v2, v3, v4

tb

v5 | v1, v2

Figure 5: Query hypergraph and corresponding C-bound
tree decomposition with C = {v1,v2,v3,v4}
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